
The Origins of ISIS 

ISIS is an organization that originated in one of the torture camps set up in Iraqi by the US Military 
and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) after the invasion of Iraq in 2003. The number of such 
camps is not widely known.  Such actions by our government were kept from the American public, 
under the guise of national security. The particular camp that the originators of ISIS were 
detained and torture in was called Bucca.  It is a camp that may not be well known.  Abu Ghraib, 
on the other hand, was widely publicized due to the human rights violations against detainees by 
personnel of the United States Armed Forces and the CIA that made its way to the press.  Examples of the 
lesser degrees of torture were shown on TV shortly after the existence of the camp became known.   These 
were unpleasant scenes, but such visuals aid in understanding why the US is so widely despised by these 
Iraqi prisoners.  While Abu Ghraib is well known, it is in Bucca that the really severe torture took place, 
often times resulting in death.  It is still a mystery to me why we tortured these people.  We had already 
captured their country.  I fear it was just to satisfy the evil lust of the Neo-Cons.  Considering this history, 
it is easy to see why ISIS experienced such explosive growth after the torture camps were closed in 
2010, and has little difficulty in its recruitment.   

Bucca is where they met, and it's where they planned.  Upon being freed from the camp and 
experiencing the difficulties that these detainees were exposed to under the Iraqi puppet 
government set up by the Bush Administration, they sought refuge in Syria.   They gained military 
strength when the US sent weapons to them and other rebel groups in Syria in an attempted 
regime change, as we had done in Iraq and Afghanistan.  Upon their expansion into Iraq, ISIS was 
joined by the Sunni portion of the Iraqi military who were also experiencing difficulties that these 
detainees experienced under the current Iraqi government.  And with these Sunni military 
personnel came much of the military equipment provide to Iraq by the US. The size of ISIS has 
hovered around 20,000 to 30,000 members.  Not a large threat at this time, but their impact 
could increase as more and more people are disenfranchised by the actions of the US and its 
European allies.  The US military claims that they have killed around 24,000 members in 
approximately 8,200 air strikes, or an average of 3 killings per strike.  But the effective recruiting 
of ISIS has kept their membership fairly constant. 

There have been some interesting reports that may shed light on the potential future of ISIS. 
There was a CNN documentary providing information gleaned by Jürgen Todenhöfer, a German 
news reporter, who has toured ISIS controlled villages and visited with the Iraqis under ISIS 
control.   He reported that their lives were somewhat better under ISIS than under the Maliki 
ruled Iraqi government.   The reports reflect that their life under ISIS is similar to or better than 
the lives of Palestinian living in the Israeli occupied West Bank or in Gaza.  I could imagine ISIS 
controlling a Sunni area in Iraq in the future, unless they are completely exterminated. 



For the long term peace in that region, Iraqi and Turkish borders established by the British need 
to be redefined.  The lower part of Iraq would be predominantly Shia and could be annexed by 
Iran; northwestern Iraq would be predominantly Sunni as is the case at this time; northern Iraq 
and a southeastern portion of Turkey would be integrated to form the homeland of the Kurds.  It 
probably will never happen, but it would solve the problems created by the British.   

To understand the British impact on the area, one must go back to the early 1900s and the 
"Belfour Project".  A good source of information on this subject is contained in the second lecture 
from a lecture series by Stephen Sizer titled "The Road to Balfour: The History of Christian 
Zionism".   Very worth reading to understand the foundation of the ensuing actions, which take 
us to WW II and the entrance of Lawrence of Arabia onto the scene.  Nothing that Churchill ever 
said could be believed, so he had Lawrence of Arabia recruit the Arab nations under Turkish rule 
to join the allied forces with the promise that they would have their freedom if the allies won the 
war.  And of course that was all a great lie because Churchill had already promised the Levant to 
France, and what is now Jordan was to be a part of the British Mandate that defined the 
boundaries of what Lord Belfour had envisioned as Israel.  Lawrence of Arabia was successful in 
his recruitment, but what we will never know is whether Lawrence of Arabia knew he was telling 
Churchill's big lie, or whether he was actually one of the few people who believed Churchill.  (As 
a side note, if you view photos of Franklin Roosevelt (FDR) with Stalin and Churchill, more often 
than not, FDR would have is backed turned to Churchill.)  

The general who led the Arab armies was General Feisal.  At the successful end of WW II, Feisal 
decided that the capital of the freed Arab nations would be in Damascus.  He set up his 
headquarters there and commenced to organize his government.  But since Churchill had already 
promised the area to France, he called in air strikes and gassed about 60,000 Syrian civilians, then 
to appease Feisal, he drew those infamous lines in the sand creating Iraq and installed Feisal as 
the puppet dictator for the British much like they installed the Shaw of Iran as their puppet 
dictator in that part of the world.  Churchill did so with the notion that the British would always 
be the rulers of the 45% of the earth's land mass that they had invaded and occupied, and Feisal 
remained the dictator of Iraq until the revolt led by Saddam Hussein freed the Iraqis from the 
horrors of British colonialism.  By drawing those lines in the sand, Churchill had total disregard 
for the ethnicity of the occupants of the lands within those lines.  The consequences of those 
actions are the continual turmoil that has taken place in the Middle East all these years, hence 
the notion that the area needs to be sanitized from the cancerous influence of the British with 
boundaries being redrawn to facilitate assimilation of ethnic groups within their own countries. 

 


